
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 April 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Bethany E, Lacey S, Sabrina C and Joel M for displaying 100% of our core values 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate 7-1 for acting with integrity during our first practical with Bunsen burners. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Nicholas K and Maise S for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Olivia D for always trying her best in lessons and showing great ability in our 

shapes topic; Joshua G-C for making some fantastic contributions in class this week and showing his ability; Leon P 

for sharing carefully considered answers which help the rest of the class improve; Kadie-Lee M for always being on 

task and following every instruction first time, every time! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lacey S, Bethany E and Sofia M-P for contributing to a wonderful language 

club focused on animals in BSL! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lucas F for showing the values of integrity and respect by assisting with 

breakfast club and always being polite and well mannered. Well done; Beren Y for showing the value of 

determination by giving 100% effort in Lexonik. Well done Beren; Freeman W for showing the value of 

determination by giving 100% effort in Lexonik. Well done Freeman! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate all students in chess club for a brilliant atmosphere of respect during chess 

club. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Olivia D, Joel E-L, Leon P and Xander S for fantastic focus and contributions 

in lesson, great engagement and focus throughout. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Sabrina C for always trying her best and focusing in lessons; Gabriella C and 

Sophie U for an improved effort in lessons this week. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Summer B for fantastic focus and contributions in Science, great engagement 

and focus throughout; Liam P for fantastic focus and contributions in Science, great engagement and focus 

throughout. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Sofia M, Bethany E, Beren Y and Lacey S for always showing respect and 

integrity in Geography lessons!  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 April 2022 

Year 8 

Mis Cave would like to appreciate Princess A-J for displaying 100% of our core valiues in Lexonik Advanced; Lee B 

and Peter W for determination and integrity in TT Rockstars; Grace P and Clayton D for determination and integrity 

in Lexonik Advanced; Mark B for always showing  determination in TT Rockstars; Tarqua A for showing 

determination and integrity in TT Rockstars; Ruby B for showing determination in TT Rockstars; Stevie C for always 

showing the value of respect 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Caitlin W for fantastic focus this week in Science and always encouraging others 

to do the right thing. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Bailey P for improved focis and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Evie C for 

showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Milly L for showing great levels of determination in Maths this week; Lucie 

C for showing improved levels of focus and work rate in Maths this week; Ethan R for working really hard in Maths 

this week, particularly during our do now tasks; Juozas S for being a bright, polite and all around fantastic student 

all day, every day! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Amy D and Mark B for showing the values of determination and respect by 

giving 100% effort during intervention sessions and for always being very polite and well mannered. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Livia D-S and Daniel N for being a pleasure to teach and always working hard 

in their maths lesson. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate all students in chess club for a brilliant atmosphere of respect during chess 

club. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Molly P, Kenzie S and Leah P for assisting with year 7 parents evening 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Leo M for always trying hard and showing determination in Geography 

lessons; Grace P for showing determination to succeed in Geography lessons! Well done; Ava C, Jess H, Harry J and 

Kenzie S for trying hard and being determined to succeed! Keep it up! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Andrey R for giving 100% effort and showing determination to really improve 

key skills; Sean C for showing determination and improving his focus on learning. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 April 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Benjamin W for always giving 100% in Science lessons; Keigan C for always 

striving for more in Science; Mia-Rose S for demonstrating fantastic determination and pushing herself out of her 

comfort zone when presenting to the class. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Layton F, Ethan T and Jamie F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done; Ava E for improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Abbie C for excellent attitude 

during DEAR sessions. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Lexi K for great improvement in engagement in her Maths lessons resulting 

in some fantastic work; Maddison M-D for showing real engagement during Maths this week and improving in her 

confidence; Ryan D for an improvement in engagement in Maths this week and maintaining his great level of 

success; Ellie G for showing determination in every Maths lesson and working hard to succeed! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Megan S for showing the values of intergrity and respect during Morning 

Meeting by always being polite and well mannered and assisting other students. Well done; Lillie W for showing 

the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort during intervention sessions and for always being 

very polite and well mannered. Well done Lillie! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate all students in chess club for a brilliant atmosphere of respect during chess 

club. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lexi K for a fantastic attitude to learning in English all week. Well done; Gracie 

W and Alfie B for a brilliant opening to your descriptive writing; Lois J for a fantastic attitude to learning all week. 

Well done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Maddie P for continued determination and integrity in lessons, and 

demonstrating a love for History in every activity she engages with; Harry M for some excellent show call work 

regarding how powerful the Nazi party were in 1933; Ava E for a huge improvement in focus and effort in History 

in recent lessons 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Jeffery E, Jamie M and Keigan C for showing determination by always bringing 

his homework in; Vi K for showing determination in every Geography lesson and working hard to succeed; Lexi K 

for great improvement in engagement in her Geography lessons resulting in some fantastic work; Harry M for his 

positive contributions to his Geography lessons; Blake L for showing determination in every Geography lesson and 

working hard to succeed! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 April 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Thomas H for always demonstrating integrity in Science lessons; Kate D for 

working hard in our new Science unit this week.; Jessica T for always working with determination and pushing 

herself to succeed. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ace N and Millie D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Bella B for being a Maths Genius during our Pythagoras topic; James H for 

always working hard to find the right answer; Khaia A for showing fantastic ability on a really difficult mini test 

question! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate James B and Breckan S for showing the value of respect during Morning 

Meeting by always being polite and well mannered. Well done! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate all students in chess club for a brilliant atmosphere of respect during chess 

club. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Liv C, Sophie J, Chloe H and Juncho C for showing determination to improve 

in Business. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Marc I for brilliant effort in lessons and positive contributions throughout; 

Ace N, Reece M, Leo B, Bella B and Taylor C for always acting with integrity and brilliant engagement. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Liam J for brilliant effort in Science and always working hard. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Eva C, Libby B and Karen E-L for making such percetive comments when exploring 

our new poem; Ace N for simply amazing classwork - always beautifully and concisely expressed. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 1 April 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kaiya M for showing determination to succeed in her Spanish mock speaking 

exam. Well done; Harry F for always challenging himself to give extended answers to the register question. Well 

done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Kyle Q for superb focus and contributions to lessons; Lily C for some 

excellent focus in lessons recently and good contributions. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Shauna M and Liam P for some excellent focus in Science recently and good 

contributions. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Kaiya M, Callum A, Harry F and Sophie H for always giving 100% during our 

Sociology lessons! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Charlie F, Ruby M, Dylan O, Amy M, Lucy H, Josh B, Liam P, Chloe O, Katie O, 

Evan B, Jack M, Isabella A, Shauna M, Aiden B, Kaiya M, Ryan G, George T, Jamie O, Tom H and Kamil L for giving 

100% focus and effort.

 


